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Disclaimer
This Document (the “Document”) has been prepared by NEXEN Corporate Finance SAS (“Ondra”) (operating under the Ondra brand under licence agreement) in relation to a possible transaction
involving an investment of Polygon (the “Proposed Transaction”) and is delivered to the intended recipient subject to the following terms and conditions.
This Document and its contents shall be used by the intended recipient exclusively in relation to the Proposed Transaction. This Document and its contents are strictly confidential and shall be kept as
such and not be disclosed to any person by the intended recipient without Ondra express written consent.
This Document has been prepared by Ondra on the basis of information and forecasts provided by the Company, its shareholders, their advisors or in the public domain. It reflects conditions and views
as of this date, all of which are subject to change. None of the information on which the document is based has been independently verified nor audited by Ondra. In preparing this document Ondra
has relied upon and assumed the accuracy and completeness of all of the information available.
This Document does not purport to be all-inclusive or to contain all the information that a prospective acquirer may require in its decision to express an interest in entering into the Proposed
Transaction. Recipient is invited to form is own opinion on the interest of the information provided in this Document and the Proposed Transaction.
Neither the Company nor its shareholders nor Ondra nor any of their respective representatives make any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, concerning the relevance, accuracy or
completeness of either the information or the analyses of information contained herein or any other written, oral or other information made available to any recipient or its representatives in connection
therewith. Furthermore, no responsibility or liability of any kind will be accepted by the aforesaid parties, who expressly disclaim any and all liabilities which may be based on, or may derive from, this
Document or such other information made available in connection therewith, or for any inaccuracies, omissions or misstatements therein.
This Document may contain certain statements, estimates, targets and projections prepared on the basis of information provided by the Company with respect to its anticipated future performance.
Such statements, estimates and projections reflect subjective judgement by the Company’s management concerning the business of the Company and anticipated results. These assumptions and
judgements may or may not prove to be correct and there can be no assurance that any of the estimates, targets or projections will be met. Accordingly, neither Ondra, nor the Company, nor its
shareholders nor any of their respective representatives shall be liable for any direct, indirect or consequential loss or damage suffered by any person as a result of relying on any statement in or
omission from this Document and any such liability is expressly disclaimed.
In issuing this Document, neither the Company nor its shareholders nor Ondra undertake to provide the recipient with access to any additional information or to update this Document or any other
information provided in connection therewith or to correct any inaccuracies therein that may become apparent.
Recipient of this document shall conduct its own review and analysis of this Document and the Proposed Transaction and should consult its own advisers as to legal, tax and accounting issues for
considering whether or not to enter into the Proposed Transaction.
The Company and its shareholders shall not have any obligation to consider or to accept any indication of interest of any offer, whether or not they represent the best offer. This Document does not
constitute an offer nor the solicitation for the sale of the Company or of any securities, assets or business thereof or described herein and does not constitute any form of commitment or
recommendation on the part of the Company, its shareholders or Ondra or any of their respective affiliates, subsidiaries or associated companies. Neither this Document nor any other written or oral
information made available to any recipient or its advisors shall form the basis of any contract.
Ondra, the Company and its shareholders reserve the right to require the return or destruction of this Document (together with any copies or extracts thereof) at any time.
Recipient of this Document should inform itself about and observe any legal requirements applicable in its jurisdiction. In particular, but without limitation to the generality of the foregoing, the
distribution of this Document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law and, accordingly, recipient represents that it is able to receive this Document without contravention of any unfulfilled
registration requirements or other legal restrictions in the jurisdiction in which it resides or conducts business or in which it receives this Document.
Recipient of this Document should note that, in connection with the Proposed Transaction, Ondra will not be responsible to any third-party for providing the protections afforded to customers of Ondra
or for providing advice in relation to the Proposed Transaction.
Ondra will co-ordinate all contacts and arrangements in relation to this Document and the Proposed Transaction and Recipient undertakes accordingly to direct all inquiries or requests for information
in relation to this Document and the Proposed Transaction solely to Ondra. Recipient also expressly undertakes not to contact the Company, including its management and employees, under any
circumstances in relation to this Document and the Proposed Transaction.
Any matter, claim or dispute arising out of or in connection with this Document, whether contractual or non-contractual, is to be governed by and determined in accordance with French law and the
Commercial Court of Paris shall have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any dispute arising out of or in connection with this document.
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DPCF’s analysis relies on significant adjustments both from a reference data perspective and
methodology chosen, which reflect only downwards valuation impact; in addition, DPCF has chosen
not to analyze the potential monetization from tower assets based on discussion with management
•

1

•

Business plan

•

2
DCF

3
Peer multiples

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

4

Towers

Ondra has taken the Management Business Plan provided and used this data as a basis in Ondra’s valuation approach.
This DCF analysis provides results broadly in line with Ondra’s initial view, the main differences residing in the impact of a perpetual spectrum cost in the Terminal
Value (which we consider grossly erroneous, as explained later), the Mobile Vikings contract loss (not considered by Ondra as announced after the takeover
announcement, and because the deal is still pending Competition Authority approval, i.e. highly uncertain), Orange brand fee reintegration into EBITDA and terminal
growth assumption.
In addition, the EV to EqV bridge includes the unrealized liability of €279m from the estimated spectrum acquisition cost (€300m discounted at 5.4% WACC).
Considering these adjustments, OBEL “as-is” DCF valuation (i.e. without valuing towers) increases to up to €42 Equity value per share
Ondra has taken into account DPCF reference data for OBEL, DPCF’s peer set and retained median multiples.
It is worth noting that this analysis (in terms of Trading comps approach) gives results broadly in line with Ondra’s initial view, the main differences residing in the
Mobile Vikings contract loss, brand fee reintegration into EBITDA and the run-rate positive impact on EBITDA & Capex of the RAN-sharing agreement (not
achieved in 2021-2022).
In addition, the EV to EqV bridge includes the unrealized liability of €279m corresponding to the estimated spectrum acquisition cost (€300m discounted at 5.4%
WACC).
Considering these adjustments, OBEL “as-is” trading comps valuation (i.e. without valuing towers) increases to €30-38 Equity value per share

•
•

Ondra acknowledges that DPCF has decided to exclude the transaction comparable analysis (“CTA”) from its main valuation methodologies.
Ondra believes that the Transaction multiples analysis is a relevant valuation methodology, which would yield a €36-41 Equity value per share “as-is” (i.e.
without valuing towers) based on DPCF’s set of comparable transactions(1)
• Even though OSA already controls OBEL (53% stake), there would be value for OSA to buy-out minority shareholders who have negative control over the company
• Ondra acknowledges that no “control premium” is needed, but supports the idea that a takeover premium shall be reflected in the offer price (as evidenced by DPCF
in Appendix F of their report): transactions retained appear comparable to the OBEL/OSA deal, and pre-IFRS 16 accounting should not impact Equity value

•
•

Ondra notes that DPCF does not ascribe value to OBEL’s towers as it is not in Management’s strategic roadmap to sell them
However, Ondra believes that should some of these towers be contributed to TOTEM in the future, minority shareholders should be provided with an analysis of
the theoretical potential uplift in share price
• Ondra acknowledges the arguments provided by Management in DPCF’s report to consider towers as strategic assets, the Belgian regulatory regime and their
unwillingness to sell them.
• However, a partial monetization of these towers may be presented in the near future and therefore minority shareholders should be presented with an analysis of the
theoretical value creation.

Transaction
multiples

5

Ondra has reviewed the report prepared by DPCF and agrees on the following elements of DPCF’s valuation approach: (i) DCF as a primary valuation method and
(ii) Peers set retained for the comparable company analysis (“CCA”).
DPCF has also chosen to reconstruct a post-IFRS 16 business plan which, though not in line with current market valuation methodologies, should in any case
be neutral in terms of Equity value.
Ondra notes that Management business plan (until 2024) is more ambitious than consensus, but ALL adjustments made by DPCF have a negative impact on
OBEL’s valuation (both at business plan and equity bridge levels).

Sources: DPCF analysis, Ondra analysis
Note: (1) As indicated in Appendix F of DPCF Independent Financial Expert Report
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2021-2024E Management business plan retained by DPCF is more ambitious
than the adjusted consensus used by Ondra
MANAGEMENT / DPCF BP

Growth trajectory
2021-2024E

•

3.1% revenue CAGR 2020A2024E, despite Mobile Vikings
contract loss (€18.9m p.a.)

•

2024E EBITDAaL of €391m (excl.
Mobile Vikings contract) 5.7%
above Consensus (adjusted for
brand fee - €17m)

•

Higher level of Capex on the
Management forecast horizon
(€857m cumulated 21-24E vs.
consensus at €838m)

Capex 2021-2024E

•

Growth trajectory
2024-2027E

•

Ondra notes that Management business plan (to which investors did not have access before) is
more ambitious than consensus, both in terms of revenues and EBITDA

•

Management Capex forecast is in line with Consensus in 2021 and 2024, but diverges in 2022 and
2023
According to Management, analysts may have underestimated the set-up cost of the RAN sharing
agreement, IT transformation investments and network densification due to 5G roll-out

•

•
•

Such long-term growth rate does not appear consistent with the ambitious 2021-2024E trajectory
It does not factor in the potential of OBEL: only player with room for market share gain in fixed services
and the likely ARPU growth following the end of the wholesale cable access regulation process

•

Margin rate of 29.1% assumed
flat

•

In spite of low growth forecast,
Capex sharply increase from
12.7% in 24E to 14.4% in 27E
and 15% in Terminal Value

•
•

Capex deemed related to the potential FTTH deployment
However, these growing investments do not translate into revenues growth (cf. above), nor EBITDA
margin improvement related to the migration of customers to OBEL’s own infrastructure

•

Management forecasts NWC
increase, i.e. cash consumption
from change in NWC

•

Counter intuitive assumption as OBEL operate in a negative NWC business

•

Growth shall rather translate in positive cash contribution from change in NWC

Capex 2024-2027E

Net Working
Capital

Massive growth slowdown in
the extrapolation horizon, with
growth of 0.25% only (in line with
PGR)

ONDRA’S METHODOLOGICAL COMMENT

Sources: DPCF analysis, Ondra analysis
Note: (1) IMF as of October 2020
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Business plan does not materially differ on comparable P&L items…
Ondra

1,468
1,425

Revenues (€m)

1,392

1,463

1,491
1,485

1,519

1,489

DPCF

1,545

1,493

1,570

1,594

1,616

•

Similar trend in revenues until 2024,
diverging beyond due to differences in
extrapolation assumptions

•

Ondra: Consensus of 12 brokers until 2022
and 2 until 2025; extrapolations until 2030
(linear ramp-down towards 1.25% PGR)

•

DPCF: Based on bottom-up from
Management including latest 2021 Budget
and updated Business Plan until 2024;
extrapolations until 2027 only (0.25% YoY
growth in line with PGR)

•

EBITDAaL (pre-IFRS 16) from Management
(adjusted negatively for Mobile Vikings from
2022E) is more aggressive than brokers’
consensus (adjusted positively for brand fee)

•

DPCF trajectory after 2024 flattish due to
extrapolation assumptions (constant
margin at 0.25% revenue growth from 2024)

1,636

1,497

1,426
1,315
1,357
1,315

20A

21E

22E

23E

24E

391

25E

393

26E

394

27E

28E

396

397

29E

403

30E

409

376
353

EBITDAaL (€m)

339

355

368

370

376

383

390

355
347

324

20A

Sources: DPCF analysis, Ondra analysis

€15m brand fee (2020E
estimate as of Feb-21),
vs. €16m actual

21E

22E

23E

24E

25E

26E

27E

28E

29E

30E
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… but comparable cash-flow items are more controversial
Ondra
231

DPCF

216
209

207
210

eCapex (€m)

200

212

•

According to Management, this is due
to…:

214

199

209
197

178

202

206

188

178

20A

Brokers’ consensus (9 brokers until 2022,
and 2 until 2025) is roughly in line with
Management forecast, except in 2022 and
2023

228

216
213

•

21E

22E

23E

24E

25E

26E

27E

28E

29E

•

Set-up cost of the RAN sharing agreement

•

IT transformation

•

Network densification due to 5G roll-out

•

… that brokers may underestimate

•

High Capex level beyond 2024 not justified
by long-term growth trajectory

•

Whereas brokers expect positive cash
contribution from change in NWC,
Management believes that it represents a
negative cash impact

•

Since OBEL operates in a NWC negative
business, one would rather expect growth
to positively contribute to cash flow

30E

17

12

4

Cash contribution
from change in
NWC (€m)
20A

21E

4

4

-

-

-

-

-

28E

29E

30E

22E

23E

24E

25E

26E

27E

(6)

(6)

(6)

(6)

(6)

(6)

(9)

Sources: DPCF analysis, Ondra analysis
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However, all adjustments made by DPCF to OBEL’s business plan and
EV-EqV bridge have negative impact on value
DPCF’S ADJUSTMENT
•

Perpetual
spectrum cost in
DCF terminal
value

•

€36m cash-flow deduction in the
DCF Terminal Value
Corresponding to the cost of new
spectrum (€288m) paid every 8
years – amount and frequency per
Management estimates

ONDRA’S METHODOLOGICAL COMMENT
•
•

•
•
•
•

Spectrum liability
in bridge related
to 2021/2022
auction

•

Liability of €279m added to
Adjusted Financial Debt

•

Corresponding to the NPV of a
€300m cash-out (at 5.4% WACC)
related to the spectrum auction to
occur in 2021/2022 in Belgium

•

Brand fees
•

Mobile Vikings
contract loss

•

PGR

Brand fee cost taken into
account in EBITDA: according to
Management, it will still be paid
post-transaction

EBITDA loss of €18.9m taken
into account (100% margin on
revenues per 2021E budget) from
2022E onwards due to the loss of
the Mobile Vikings partnership
0.25% as the median of
benchmarked PGRs retained by
equity analysts for OBEL

•
•

•

Such payment would imply that a perpetual cost (without identified revenues / EBITDA benefits) is
required to run the business, which seems a relevant approach
However, historically, spectrum auctions occur only every 14-15 years in Belgium(1), and their amount
is €120-150m per operator (3G in 2001 and 4G in 2013)
The 2021/2022 5G license and spectrum will be granted for a period of 20 years
As DPCF’s Terminal Value is set after 2027, i.e. only 5-6 years after the 2021/2022 auction, their
analysis overestimates the spectrum cash-out
Moreover, following 5G, there is no breakthrough technology to come in a foreseeable future
Broker reports made available to Ondra show that most analysts do not consider the spectrum
liability in their valuation
Analysts do no forecast revenues and/or EBITDA benefits of spectrum auctions (i.e. no growth or
margin improvement related to new licenses)
It is not possible to isolate the 5G benefits in Management’s business plan used as basis for DPCF’s
valuation going forward: 3.0% CAGR 2021E-2024E, 0.25% YoY growth onwards, no margin ramp-up until
2024E
The full crystallization of the €279m liability is likely to be spread over a certain period of time and is likely
not to be fully paid upfront (spectrum paid over the period in Belgium), resulting in a much lower NPV

•

Brand fee excluded to analyze the company as a standalone business

•

The brand fee has value to OSA as it is currently supported at 47% by OBEL minority shareholders

•

Acquisition by Proximus announced on 14-Dec-2020, i.e. after OBEL’s takeover announcement;
debatable whether or not the EBITDA adjustment shall be included in the offer price

•

The deal has not closed yet (still pending approval from the Belgian Competition Authority, therefore
highly uncertain)

•

Such PGR is significantly below forecasted inflation for Belgium (1.25% on average between 20202024(2)), and implies negative growth in real terms
This does not appear consistent with OBEL’s growth profile per Management business plan,
considering that OBEL is the only player with room to increase market share in fixed services, and the
likely ARPU growth trend expected from the end of the wholesale cable access regulation process

•

Sources: DPCF analysis, Ondra analysis
Note: (1) Small licenses (e.g. 800, 900 and 1,800 MHz) have 7-8 years duration, while the largest (e.g. 3G, LTE, 5G) are granted for 15-20 years, (2) IMF as of October 2020
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2

Readjusted OBEL DCF valuation (based on Management business plan)
increases to up to €42 per share
DCF’S ADJUSTMENTS REVERSAL (AT CONSTANT WACC(1))

OBEL EqV (€ p.s.)

1

2

3

4

4.7

5.4
4.2
4.9
3.8

41.5

Even based on DPCF’s
methodology regarding the MV
contract, brand fee and 5G
liability in the EV to EqV
bridge, DCF valuation of OBEL
“as-is” yields c.€27 p.s.

18.5

DPCF valuation

Spectrum life of 15y

Based on DPCF

•1 Readjustment to assume 15 years between each spectrum renewal in terminal
value in line with historical: DPCF’s assumption of 8 years seems too conservative as
(i) there will not be any breakthrough technology by then, (ii) it occurs only 5-6 years
after the 2021/2022 spectrum auction as the terminal value is calculated after 2027

methodology
5.4% WACC(1)
0.25% PGR
Spectrum cost in
TV cash-flow
Spectrum debtlike item in bridge

PGR at 1%

MV contract

Brand fee

•2 PGR increased to 1%, more consistent with long-term inflation forecast for Belgium
(DPCF’s 0.25% PGR implies negative growth in real terms)
•3 Reintegration of the Mobile Vikings contract (€18.9m EBITDA p.a. from 2022) as
the deal with Proximus has not closed yet (pending approval of the Belgian Competition
Authority)

•4 Brand fee added back to EBITDA (€17-19m p.a.) as it represents value for OSA,
which is currently supported by minority shareholders
Sources: DPCF analysis, Ondra analysis
Note: (1) Post-IFRS 16, per DPCF analysis

5G liability

Adj. valuation

Spectrum debt-like

item in bridge
One-off cash-out (likely
to be paid over time),
lacking information on
related revenues /
EBITDA benefits in the
business plan:
• No margin ramp-up
until 2024E
• No growth from
2025E
CONFIDENTIAL PRESENTATION
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3

Readjusted OBEL trading comps valuation (based on DPCF’s metrics and
peers set) increases to €30-38 per share
TRADING COMPS ADJUSTMENTS REVERSAL: EBITDA 2022E

OBEL EqV (€ p.s.)
A

B

C

In addition to EBITDA adjustments,
OBEL may also deserve a multiple
premium due to its above peers’
growth profile

TRADING COMPS ADJUSTMENTS REVERSAL: EBITDA – CAPEX 2022E
OBEL EqV (€ p.s.)
A

B

C
4.7
7.3

4.7
0.9

1.5

1.6

4.4
In addition to EBITDA
adjustments, OBEL may
also deserve a multiple
premium due to its above
peers’ growth profile

4.6

29.9
21.2

DPCF
valuation

17.3

MV contract

Brand fee

RR RANsharing

5G liability Adj. valuation

DPCF
valuation

MV contract

Brand fee

RR RANsharing

5G liability Adj. valuation

Based on

Reversal of EBITDA

Spectrum

Based on

Reversal of EBITDA-Capex

Spectrum

DPCF

adjustments

debt-like

DPCF

adjustments

debt-like

item in

methodology

bridge

Peer set of 15
companies(1)
Based on
EBITDACapex 2022
median
multiple of
14.5x(1)

methodology
Peer set of 15
companies(1)
Based on
EBITDA 2022
median
multiple of
5.2x(1)

•A MV/Proximus deal not closed:
€18.9m added back to
EBITDA
•B €17.9m brand fee added back
to EBITDA (value for OSA)
•C €10m run-rate Opex gain from
PROX RAN-sharing
agreement(2)

•A MV/Proximus deal not closed:
€18.9m added back to
EBITDA

38.2

item in
bridge

•B €17.9m brand fee added back
to EBITDA (value for OSA)
•C €30m run-rate Opex & Capex
gain from PROX RAN-sharing
agreement(2)

Sources: DPCF analysis, Ondra analysis
CONFIDENTIAL PRESENTATION
Note: (1) Post-IFRS 16, per DPCF analysis, (2) €300m gains over 10 years as per July 2019 press release – split Opex/Capex based on Ondra assumption in line with Management
quote at FY2019 earnings call
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4

Based on DPCF’s comparable transaction analysis (excluded from main
valuation methodology), OBEL could be worth €36-41 per share
DPCF EXCLUDES THE “CTA” METHOD…

•

OVERVIEW OF SELECTED TRANSACTIONS (DPCF ANALYSIS)

DPCF does not retain the comparable transaction
method (“CTA”) due to:

(i) “a very limited group of comparable transactions”
(ii) “most transaction multiples are not directly applicable to
OBEL as they can be influenced by (…) control premium,
recent financial performance/current growth profile of the
acquired company, business characteristics, potential
synergies, structuring of the transaction price, time of the
transaction”
(iii) Multiple calculation on a pre-IFRS 16 basis because most
transactions occurred before 2019

… BUT ONDRA BELIEVES THAT IT IS RELEVANT
•

Ondra acknowledges that OSA already controls OBEL
because of the 53% stake it already owns

•

However, there is value for OSA in buying out minority
shareholders who have negative control over OBEL, and
this shall be reflected in the offer price, as demonstrated
by DPCF’s analysis

•

Transaction multiples presented by DPCF appear
relevant to the OSA/OBEL deal

(i) 5 transactions is deemed sufficient to use the sample as
valuation reference
(ii) Transactions appear comparable in terms of business
characteristics and are not affected by “control premium” nor
synergies (minority deals)
(iii) Pre-IFRS accounting standard shall not affect Equity Value

EBITDAaL 2020A: €323.5m
EBITDAaL – eCapex 2020A: €145.8m
Brand fee not added back: €16.3m in 20A
Of which (€279m) Spectrum liability

OBEL EqV (€ p.s.), based on 2020A EBITDA(aL)
4.7
1.9
2.2
36.0

27.3
DPCF
valuation

Use of
reported
metrics

Brand fee 5G liability
Adj.
added
valuation
back

OBEL EqV (€ p.s.), based on 2020A EBITDA(aL) - eCapex
4.7
4.5
5.1
40.9

26.6

DPCF
valuation

Use of
reported
metrics

Sources: DPCF analysis, Ondra analysis
Note: The EV is calculated for 100.0% of the company and if the financial data is denominated in a currency other than the €, the EV and financial metrics are converted to € on the
basis of the exchange rates prevailing on the date of the announcement of the acquisition, (1) On a pre-IFRS 16 basis; (2) FY 2019 figures due to unavailability of quarterly figures
on lease-related expenses, (3) Based on a revised offer price of €5.35 per share, (4) Based on a revised offer price of €34.5 per share

Brand fee 5G liability
Adj.
added
valuation
back
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5 No value ascribed to OBEL towers by DPCF because “mobile telecom towers
(…) will not be sold”– but it does not mean they do not have value for OSA
OSA Tower strategy: integrate tower assets into captive TowerCo

A
B

TOTEM

•

Mobile telecom towers are of strategic importance to OSA

•

As such, the company does not intend to sell them to 3rd parties

•

However, it is currently setting up TOTEM, a captive European TowerCo ambitioning to create value by (i) capitalizing on its passive
mobile infrastructure assets and (ii) delivering organic and inorganic growth

•

Operations to start in France (17k sites) and Spain (8k sites), before pursuing (in)organic growth opportunities to become a leader in
the European market

•

Flexibility of the new entity’s capital structure to support growth strategy: either by issuing new shares or debt financing

Management stated that there is no plan to integrate OBEL towers into TOTEM
•

Due to reasons specific to the Belgian regulatory environment: legal obligation for operators to share their towers at a regulated rate; towers
are already shared to a large extent, and there would be less upside for colocation and margin improvement

•

Due to the ongoing implementation of the RAN sharing agreement signed in 2019 with Proximus

•

Post-transaction, OBEL (and eventually PROX) may contribute assets to TOTEM as part of the Group’s strategy to optimize infrastructure

•

Cash compensation could be used to finance 5G expansion, FTTH deployment and eventually the acquisition of VOO

•

Even if OSA does not intend to sell towers or give up control of TOTEM, it may sell minority stakes or launch a partial IPO of the entity

•

Such deal would be valued at TowerCo multiples, i.e. significantly above operators’, and unlock meaningful value to OSA and its shareholders

•

Consequently, Ondra believes that despite current strategy from OSA and OBEL, value of Tower assets should be exteriorized, and minority shareholders should
benefit from this value creation potential

Sources: DPCF analysis, Ondra analysis
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Appendix
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Telecom public bid premium analysis implies a €23.3 Equity value per share for
OBEL (vs. €20.3 presented by DPCF)
DCF’S ANALYSIS DOES NOT INCLUDE THE FINAL OFFER PRICE OF PATRICK DRAHI FOR ALTICE

Based on initial offer
price of €4.11 per
share (11-Sep-2020)

ONCE CORRECTED, IMPLIED OBEL EQUITY VALUE PER SHARE AMOUNTS €23.3, I.E. ABOVE THE OFFER PRICE OF €22.0
08-Oct-20
11-Sep-20

Talk Talk Telecom (1)
Altice

12-Nov-19

Iliad

(2)

Tosca Fund AM

16.4%

24.0%

26.2%

Patrick Drahi

61.2%

40.2%

42.4%

Iliad

26.2%

30.9%

35.8%

43.7%

35.5%

39.1%

16.2

15.7

14.8

23.3

21.3

20.6

Median
Share price OBEL
Implied OBEL share price

Median

Based on revised
offer price of €5.35
per share
(16-Dec-2020) and
unaffected reference
share prices

Sources: DPCF analysis, Ondra analysis
Note: (1) Pending and not taken into account to calculate premiums; (2) Transaction relates to a 19.7% share buyback (supported by Iliad’s controlling shareholder)
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